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ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42 | OVERVIEW
SCOPE
Standardization in the area of Artificial Intelligence

●
●

Serve as the focus and proponent for JTC 1's standardization program on Artificial Intelligence
Provide guidance to JTC 1, IEC, and ISO committees developing Artificial Intelligence applications

SECRETARIAT: ANSI

●
●
●

Chairperson (until end 2021): Mr Wael William Diab
Committee Manager: Ms Heather Benko
Creation date: 2017

https://www.iso.org/committee/6794475.html
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●

Developing a standard engineering approach for AI solutions
Identify ISO standards that may be impacted
The AI life cycle as inner part of the System life cycle
Requirements specification of AI systems
Testing, verification and validation of AI systems
A quality model for AI systems

AHG3 | POTENTIAL DIRECTIONS OF STUDY
Developing a standard engineering approach for AI solutions
Well-established practices, processes, policies, standards and technical norms for software and system
engineering have being developed in collaboration with and cross-domain participation from consolidated
industries, including but not limited to automotive, automation, food and agriculture, media, aviation,
aerospace, finance, banking, manufacturing, and healthcare. They may provide a reference framework
within to develop a standard engineering practices for AI solutions.
Possible Actions:
- Study item: Gap analysis between existing engineering practices and AI best practices to identify
standardisation opportunities.
- Recommended placement: new advisory group (study group)

-

Support for the study item in WG4 looking at application guidance from a lifecycle and system
engineering perspective
- Recommended placement: WG4

AHG3 | POTENTIAL DIRECTIONS OF STUDY
Study Item: Identify ISO,IEC or JTC1 existing standards that may be impacted
Before developing any further standardization effort, in order to avoid duplication of work that may result into conflicting
technical norms, existing standards should be taken into account.
Initial list includes :
● ISO/IEC 330xx family of standards for life cycle process assessment, including process risk
● ISO 9001
● ISO/IEC 25010: 2011 System and software quality models
● ISO/IEC 25012: 2008 Data quality model
● ISO/IEC 15271: a guide for the application of ISO/IEC 12207, later replaced by ISO/IEC TR 24748-3: 2011
● ISO/IEC 15504-6: 2013: also known as SPICE
● ISO/IEC 12207: 2008 (IEEE Std 12207-2008) - Software life cycle
● ISO/IEC 15288: 2008 ( IEEE Std 15288-2008) - System life cycle
● ISO/IEC 20000 series – Service Management
● ISO/IEC/IEEE 29119: Software Testing
Recommended placement: new advisory group (study group)
NOTE: Taking into account existing analysis being done by WG3 and WG4. They cover some of this list.

AHG3 | POTENTIAL DIRECTIONS OF STUDY

The AI life cycle as inner part of the System life cycle
The AI life cycle, although peculiar in some aspect, should be considered as integrated part of system life
cycle. Nowadays, there is a common understanding that AI may be developed as inner loop of an outer
broader life cycle. How to integrate the development of AI within existing models is still not fully
understood, although some examples are emerging from practice. Models such as Software Lifecycle
Development Management (SDLC), Application Maturity Model (CMM), Application Life Cycle
Management (ALM), Product Life Cycle Management Models (PLM) prescribe systematic theories and
practical guidance for product development in general, and software products in particular that may
provide useful input to define an integrated AI life cycle.

AHG3 | POTENTIAL DIRECTIONS OF STUDY
The AI life cycle as inner part of the System life cycle
Possible actions:
●

Study Item: Feedback between the AI subsystem/component and the parent System. For instance, retraining may
require to re-verify and re-validate parts of the system. (This may result in a best practice).

●

Study Item: Redeployment, reuse, or transfer of AI systems to different contexts requires unique considerations. For
example, additional verification and validation such as in the case of an AI Computer Vision component trained on
general
datasets
that
needs
to
be
applied
to
a
specific
context.

●

Study Item: Similarly, maintenance of AI systems within the same context also require unique considerations. Many
AI systems require retraining/recalibration that may impact on outer system validation. For instance, many AI
systems such as autonomous cars require constant recalibration in order to recognize pedestrians, vehicles, signs,
etc.
This
has
direct
impact
to
the
operation
of
AI
system
and
associated
OpEx.

●

Study Item: ML life cycle vs AI life cycle may have different needs. Similarly AI systems vs AI services may have
different needs. Proposed study item analyse whether this is captured by the current SC42 program of work.

●

Recommended placement: all these items should be assigned to a new advisory group (study group)

NOTE: Recommend SC 42 request both the new AG and WG 4 to look at these study items and provide a division of the
work such as the lifecycle software perspective is done in WG 4 and remainder in the AG. (based on WG 1/WG 4/AHG 3
Convenor meeting)

AHG3 | POTENTIAL DIRECTIONS OF STUDY
Requirements specification of AI systems
AI systems are introducing new needs to the requirements specification as it has being coded by several norms and
standards (e.g., ISO / IEC / IEEE 29148). As AI systems are data and computational intensive, it is extremely easy to incur in
huge system-level maintenance costs due to data dependencies, changes in the external world and a lack of structure in
the engineering process. Specifying a modern AI system has to take into consideration predictability on statistical basis
versus determinism of conventional software systems. How this is done in practice and what is the state of the art of
techniques used for specifying such systems in critical environments including, healthcare, transportation and military is of
fundamental importance to develop standards that may support the supply chain.
Possible actions:
● Study Item: How to express requirements and acceptance criteria for AI systems as opposed to traditional systems.
For example a probabilistic prediction system is required to be correct 90% of the time but 80% will be acceptable.
○ Recommended placement: WG4 (and perhaps WG1)

AHG3 | POTENTIAL DIRECTIONS OF STUDY
Testing, verification and validation of AI systems
The introduction of AI, machine learning in particular, requires to rethink traditional testing strategies
based on random testing, functional testing and path testing. Also the problem of test coverage has been
re-considered. Indeed, a learning system will change its behavior over time. In addition the system is
specifically designed to face “rationally” unforeseen and complex cases. This leads to get difficulties in
predicting the output and the behavior of an AI system/subsystem/component. This is affecting not only
testing, but also V&V activities, especially if multi-parties are involved in the system development.
Possible action:
● Study Item: Gap analysis of V&V for traditional systems versus AI systems.
○ Recommended placement: WG3 noting that a more holistic perspective beyond
trustworthiness may be needed.
Note: Study Item: WG3 to review 23053 whether ML testing is covered. (based on outcome of the
WG1/WG4/AHG3 convenors joint-meeting)

AHG3 | POTENTIAL DIRECTIONS OF STUDY
A quality model for AI systems
Assessing the quality of AI systems add to the conventional properties that have been studied so far (e.g.,
see SQuaRE), new dimensions concerning for ML the models and the data. Data to be considered not only
as input, but also as outcome of AI processing.
The ISO/IEC 25012 “Data quality model” part of ISO 25000 series have to be considered. The Working
Group 6 in ISO/IEC JTC1 SC7 is working on a Study on Future direction of ISO 25000, to foster the
application of SQuaRE to AI and other new technologies including different models taking into account
also data quality.
Possible actions:
● Request: a copy of both documents owned by SC 7 to SC 42 for review and comment.
●

Study Item: Investigate the extension of data quality model for AI. Provide recommendation how to
do the extension.
○ Recommended placement: New AG, or WG2 if the TOR is going to be expanded.

AHG3 | RESOLUTION 101
SC 42 approves the establishment of an «AI System Engineering» Advisory Group (AG) with the following terms of reference:
Study item: Gap analysis between existing engineering practices and AI best practices to identify standardisation opportunities
Study Item: Identify ISO, IEC or JTC1 existing standards that may be impacted
Study Item: Feedback between the AI subsystem/component and the parent System.*
Study Item: Redeployment, reuse, or transfer of AI systems to different contexts requires unique considerations.*
Study Item: Maintenance of AI systems within the same context require unique considerations. Many AI systems* require
retraining/recalibration that may impact on outer system validation. This has direct impact to the operation of AI system and
associated OpEx.*
●
Study Item: ML life cycle vs AI life cycle may have different needs. Similarly AI systems vs AI services may have different
needs. Proposed study item analyse whether this is captured by the current SC42 program of work.*
●
Study Item: Investigate the extension of data quality model (ISO 25012) for AI. Provide recommendation how to do the
extension.
* SC 42 requests both the new AG and WG 4 to look at these study items and provide a division of the work such as the lifecycle
software perspective is done in WG 4 and remainder in the AG. (based on WG 1/WG 4/AHG 3 Convenor meeting)
●
●
●
●
●

SC 42 assigns Luigi Troiano (Italy) as Convenor of the AG. The AG is created through the SC 42 6th Plenary Meeting and it will provide
an interim report at the SC42 5th Plenary Meeting.
Initial National Body members include: Australia, Austria, China, Denmark, France, Germany, India, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Russia,
UK. SC 42 requests the SC 42 Committee Manager to issue a call for SC 42 P-member, O-member and liaison organization
participation to be added to the ISO Global Directory.

AHG3 | RESOLUTION 100
Recognizing the AHG “Intelligent systems engineering” recommendation, SC 42 assigns the
following study items to existing SC 42 working groups for consideration:
●
●

●
●
●

Study Item: Application guidance from a lifecycle and system engineering perspective (WG4)
Study Item: How to express requirements and acceptance criteria for AI systems as opposed
to traditional systems. For example a probabilistic prediction system is required to be correct
90% of the time but 80% will be acceptable. (WG4 or WG1)
Study Item: Gap analysis of V&V for traditional systems versus AI systems (WG3)
Study Item: Investigate the extension of data quality model for AI. Provide recommendation
how to do the extension (WG3)
Study Item: Investigate the extension of data quality model (ISO 25012) for AI. Provide
recommendation how to do the extension (WG2)

CONCLUSION

● ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42 started in Fall 2017 focusing on AI and Big Data
standardization
● The engineering of AI systems has been recognized being of interest
○
○
○

A dedicated study group has been just created
An substantial list of study items for the next year
The liaison with SC 7 will be very beneficial for the success of this activity

